Barry Conyngham

Time
and
Tide

for Violin, Cello, Piano
and
Choral Ensemble

Part I…...page 1-20 duration 8’00”
Part II……….page 1-14 duration 7’45”
Part III………page 1-17 duration 7’55”

Duration c. 24 minutes

If possible each vocal accent could be simultaneous with tap on central chest area.
Soprano and Alto Improvisation:

sh...PA  sh...SA  Illfish,...KA

(Always sparse, expressive, animal like...)
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Barry Conyngham
Note: The image contains musical notation which cannot be transcribed into text. However, it appears to be an excerpt from a piece involving several instruments, including strings and piano. The notation includes various musical symbols and dynamics, with indications for improvisation and expression.

There are also some text notations in the image, such as "Always sparse, expressive, animal like..." which suggest a particular style or mood for the performance.
Tenors and Basses Improvisation:

(Always sparse, expressive, animal like...)

Pno.
All voices Improvisation:

ssh....PA  ssh....SA  flffish....KA 

(Always sparse, expressive, animal like...)
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